A unique late medieval framed purse from New Market (Nowy Targ) square in Wrocław
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Purses, pouches, bags and other containers to carry things, especially medieval ones, are a rather specific and narrow case for very specialized material culture studies. From the archaeological point of view those objects seem to be one of the least studied category of leather artefacts. This is especially visible in contrast to the number of publications about shoes or even scabbards. However, it is important to note that leather containers are rare archaeological finds, and only few assemblages from the territory of modern Poland were published. On the other hand, purses and other bags are quite often mentioned in context of ornate decorations and their symbolic meaning.

The specimen in question, documented with the inventory number 528/11/S (Figs 1, 2) was found at the New Market (Nowy Targ) square in Wrocław, Poland (Fig. 3) during rescue excavations conducted in 2010–2012, covering an area of 0,4 ha. The New Market square was a very important place on the map of medieval Wrocław. Relics of the 12th and 13th century settlement have been found there and the area had served as a market square since the second half of 13th century. The purse is a part of a large assemblage, consisting of more than 60,000 pieces of leather recovered from the same site, but being the only one of its kind.

The specimen from Wrocław’s New Market square has a simple wooden ring and a bag part made of poor quality leather (Figs 1, 2). The bag itself has dimension of 16,8 × 22,4 cm and is made from 4 separate leather pieces and a wooden frame. The main body of the bag consists of one large, originally trapezoid or rectangular piece of leather sewn together in the front with a small triangle patch added at the bottom. It was joined with a careful overlapping seam with holes at regular distances, measuring approximately 3–4 mm between each other. In contrast, the wooden ring was stitched to the main body of the bag with a flat strap (thong) that was pulled...
through vertical holes. The same technique was used for sewing the bottom. The holes for the thong are cut quite carefully with ca 0.7–0.9 cm spacing. The seam on the bottom, at first glance, seems not to hold the contents inside well enough, but the thick strap probably kept the material together better than the thread. The leather was identified\(^8\) as a leather from an adult goat or sheep, tanned with fur/hair on. It indicates that the leather might have not been prepared professionally\(^9\).

As far as I know, there are currently no known direct analogies to the purse in question. Some examples of purses with ring frames and of only preserved frames are described below. However, all of them come from territories outside of modern Poland and none of those frames are made of wood.

The artefact from Wroc\’law can be identified as a so-called ring-framed purse. This kind of purses is one of the most distinctive types of (mostly) leather bags. Their metal components and construction were presented by Olaf Goubitz in his major work *Purses in pieces*\(^{10}\). They are further divided into subgroups, based on the type of frame\(^{11}\). This kind of purses is often referred

\(^8\) I would like to thank Magdalena Konczewska from Institute of Archaeology at University of Wroc\’law, for providing this information.

\(^9\) See more about preparation of hides in Konczewska M. 2018b, p. 753.

\(^{10}\) Goubitz O. 2009.

\(^{11}\) Among them are also recently published spring-catch framed purses from Wroc\’law, see Sawicki J. 2014.
to as falconry purses, and in German they are also called *Jagdtasche* (Hunting bags) (Fig. 4)\(^{12}\). Associating single ring-framed purses mostly with hunting activities seems to be correct not for the Middle Ages but for the later periods. Olaf Goubitz states that relating those bags to falconry is a misconception, as they are often visible in medieval iconography being worn by farmers, burghers and nobility\(^{13}\).

The bag parts of ring-framed purses were usually made of leather, as well as of textiles\(^{14}\). Those were sown onto the purse’s ring which ought to be wide enough to put a hand through it to allow easier access to the inside of the purse. The hole in the specimen from New Market Square could have measured about 12 cm in diameter.

\(^{12}\) On this picture from *Codex Manesse*, ring framed purse is shown in a hunting scene. However, similar purses are also represented in the same codex in a completely different context — see miniature presenting courtly scene where Minnesinger Dietmar von Aist dressed as a merchant offers a brooch to a fair lady, Rosenheim K. von. 2019.


\(^{14}\) Goubitz O. 2009, p. 47; Ceynowa B. 2015, p. 78.
Most of the purses finds are represented only by the frame itself, which was usually made of iron, tin-coated iron, copper alloys, silver or even gold. One such specimen is known from the History Museum in Dresden (Fig. 5). It is much later than the New Market object, as it is dated to the year 1624, which also shows how long this type of purses was in use. It was made from the finest materials: gold, silver, silk and velvet.

Among ring-framed purses various subtypes are distinguished. The distinction is based on the number of frames (eg. double frames) or frames mutual relation (eg. secondary-ring framed purses, which contain a smaller purse inside frame, joined with a single hinge) (Fig. 6).

Purse from New Market square in Wroclaw can be dated to the period between the second half of 13th century and the first third of the 14th century. It was found on the square 63, quarter A/C in the stratigraphic unit 22. This stratigraphic unit is interpreted with one of the main layers covering the whole excavated area and is assigned to phase 5, which is the early stage of the usage of the market square. It covers the processes directly after setting out and paving the square in the second half of the 13th c. In the whole stratigraphic unit 22 there were

---

15 Goubitz O. 2009, s. 47.
17 Goubitz O. 2009, s. 50.
over 600 fragments of leather\textsuperscript{19}, however not grouped in one area but distributed loosely across the whole market square space\textsuperscript{20}, and as such it is difficult to discuss production on market square in that phase.

Most of the artefacts in museum collections are much younger than 13th c.\textsuperscript{21} Olaf Goubitz even suggests that they were depicted only since ca 1425. However, they are known from previously mentioned \textit{Codex Manesse}\textsuperscript{22}, which can be dated to ca 1300–1340\textsuperscript{23}. The Wroc\l\aw find seems to be the oldest known example of a ring-framed purse.

The much later chronology of framed-purses finds and depictions of such objects in the iconography and the difference in the quality of materials rise the question of the Wroc\l\aw object’s biography\textsuperscript{24}. I will briefly discuss if this wooden framed-purse is a rare imitation of more luxurious objects or was a completely common utilitarian item.

\textsuperscript{19} Marcinkiewicz K., Piekalski J. 2018, p. 154.
\textsuperscript{20} Konczewska M. 2018b, p. 785, Fig. 690.
\textsuperscript{22} See Fig. 3 and note 11.
\textsuperscript{23} Rosenheim K. von. 2019.
\textsuperscript{24} Discussion on object biographies see: Kopytoff I. 2013; Social life. 2013; some remarks on interpreting material culture from economic and social perspectives see: Howell M. 2010; Jervis B. 2017.
Most finds of ring-framed purses consist only of the ring itself. Known artefacts are usually decorated. Some specimens are of elaborate design and made of iron\textsuperscript{25}, but some are simple cast pieces from copper alloys\textsuperscript{26}. Such simple objects with (probably) metal frames are found in the iconography, e.g. in depictions of craftsmen’s trade (Fig. 7) and of peasants at work, who are shown in rugged clothes wearing simple framed purses (Fig. 8)\textsuperscript{27}. However, the iconographic sources bring also examples of which should be considered the ‘highest class’ of objects, as they are richly decorated, e.g. with architectonic motives on frames, and are depicted as made of gold (Fig. 9). Similar purses are known from museum collections\textsuperscript{28}.

The New Market square purse is definitely not a master class artefact, as it is made of poor quality leather with a wooden frame. According to the analysis conducted by Magdalena

\textsuperscript{25} Goubitz O. 2009, p. 49, Fig. 72.
\textsuperscript{26} Egan G., Pritchard F. 2002, p. 237, 357.
\textsuperscript{27} Here it is worth to note, that purses shown at Fig. 7 have an alternative way of attaching it to a belt. Most known finds have a single suspensor connecting frame with belt. Specimens in question have one strap sewn on opposite sides of the frame. Purse from Nowy Targ Square has no traces of any kind of suspensor nor a strap, but it is partially broken in its upper part.
\textsuperscript{28} Among others in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, Jagdtasche. 2019.
Konczewska29, this bag was found in an area not connected with the production of leather items30. The available data does not allow to state if the purse in question was made by a professional craftsmen or it was just home-manufactured for personal use. Neither we can say if the purse was made at the market square or in a completely different place, even though in medieval written sources from Wrocław there is quite a lot information about professional (guild-related) leather production31. This topic has been recently broadly discussed by Magdalena Konczewska32. At the New Market Square itself, potential tanning production sites were recorded only in the oldest phases related to the functioning of the settlement (phase II and III)33. However, the existence of other production sites at the market square or the location of stalls (selling places) is questionable34. Nevertheless, the number of leather fragments in certain features (among others stratigraphic units 17 and 49) as well as in certain regions of the market

---

29 Konczewska M. 2018a; Konczewska M. 2018b.
30 See Konczewska M. 2018b, p. 780, Fig. 690; p. 787, Fig. 692.
31 See Konczewska M. 2018b, also there more literature.
32 Konczewska M. 2018a; Konczewska M. 2018b.
33 Konczewska M. 2018b, p. 761.
square\textsuperscript{35} might indicate some kind of the leather production or at least distribution. It is, all the same, still impossible to discover, according to the available data, where and by whom the purse in question was made.

The simplicity of the item, especially in relation to other much more elaborate examples, and its poor quality, suggests that the purse was probably one of many items lost in a crowd at the market. It might have also been intentionally thrown away, as it is partially broken. The purse from Wroclaw shows signs of repair and possible reuse of leather. Other pouches made of reused material are also known. One such specimen was found in Gdańsk at Jatki Mięsne\textsuperscript{36}. It was made from good quality leather, originally being probably part of a shoe upper. However, it was re-stitched in a very unprofessional and simple manner\textsuperscript{37}.

To sum up, the framed purse from Wroclaw was probably a home-manufactured object. It seems to be the oldest known specimen, but other examples are known from (almost) contemporary iconography\textsuperscript{38}. It is worth to note that purses shown in the iconographic sources seem to be elegant and high quality products. It is impossible to say if the strictly utilitarian function of the frames was adapted to more fashionable items or if it was just a fashionable trend being imitated using cheaper and more accessible materials.

We also cannot determine who consumed such simple items, nor how many of such items were in use and how common they were in relation to more elaborate examples. The absence of analogical finds suggests that they were very rare. However, it is reasonable to argue, opposite to the number of finds, that similar items were the most common bags used by the majority of society and most of such home-manufactured items are usually not preserved. Often they might also be unidentified and are in fact absent in archaeological assemblages. As being common, cheap and mundane, they also do not appear in written sources such as inventories, testaments, etc.

The answer to the question about the universality of such items is obviously not possible, especially when analysing a single, extremely rare artefact. However, it is worth considering some forgotten or even unpreserved items that may, in some way, distort the accepted image of the material culture of the Middle Ages.
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\textsuperscript{35} Konczewska M. 2018b, p. 782–783.
\textsuperscript{36} Ceynowa B. 2018, s. 479.
\textsuperscript{37} Ceynowa B. 2018, p. 494, Catalogue No 144, Fig. 23.
\textsuperscript{38} See Fig. 3 and note 11.


Unikatowa późnośredniowieczna sakiewka z ramką z placu Nowy Targ we Wrocławiu


Wszystkie dane i pośrednie analogie wskazują, że omawiany przedmiot jest produktem przydomowej wytwórczości, wykonanym na własne potrzeby. Biorąc pod uwagę wczesne datowanie tego egzemplarza, zwłaszcza w stosunku do zachowanych eksponatów muzealnych i większości okazów ze znanych przedstawień ikonograficznych, można rozważyć, czy sakiewka z drewnianą ramką jest rzadkim naśladowaniem bardziej luksusowych wyrobów, czy też stanowiła powszechny przedmiot użytkowy, który jest sporadycznie rejestrowany wśród źródeł archeologicznych i pisanych.

Problemu tego nie można rozstrzygnąć analizując jeden zabytek, warto jednak pamiętać o zapomnianych lub „niezachowanych” przedmiotach, które w pewien sposób mogą zmienić znany nam obraz kultury materialnej średniowiecznej.
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